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Lesson 1: Basics 

(Trading risks, Investing vs. Trading, Chart analysis, Trend & Range 

phases, Statistical thinking, Chart patterns, Bollinger band, Volume, 

Homework 1) 

Trading Risks: 

- The stock trading activity involves the risk of losing capital!  

- We can define Trading as a „risk control process“ – definition which leads to 

success. 

- Sources of risks in markets: 1. risk from „information, “ which affects stock 

prices and moves major indices (earnings reports, analysts 

upgrades/downgrades, geopolitics, FED, interest rates, etc.). 2. risk of wrong 

decisions as a result of stressful situations cased by trading activity -- 

connected with losses but also big gains could lead to instability.  

- Problem: We can't control many sources of risks, especially information (we 

don't know how will certain info affect stock price/market and when will such 

information be released) 

- Solution: building decision systems(chart flow) to control emotions -- better 

management during the trading process, better performance. 

 

Investing vs. Trading: 

- The focus of this mentorship is on Trading, but for a balanced portfolio and 

good dispersion of risk, different strategies should also be considered, such 

as Investing in the long term based on fundamental analysis of stocks. 

- Investing requires different pieces of knowledge, such as understanding 

fundamental analysis of a company, economic and market cycles, trends in 

global demands for services and products, etc.  

- Alternatives: investing in mutual funds, hedge funds. 

- With a focus on trading, market participants are „closer“ to „day to day“ market 

activities. 

- TA requires different pieces of knowledge compared to investing: math logic, 

statistical thinking, risk management techniques, strong self-discipline.  

- TraderHR mentorship service learns Traders' skills required to build a stable 

source of income from stock trading. 

 

 



Chart reading and statistical analysis: 

- Question: What are your chances for profit in the near term based on a 

historical stock price represented by charts? Answer: Good understanding of 

the psychology behind stock charts. 

- Technical analysis (TA) deals with the prediction of price movements by using 

historical price charts and market statistics. 

- TA offers a lot of content regarding chart analysis in the way of different 

indicators, oscillators, strategies, etc.  

- New Traders often don't know where to focus -- how to build a successful 

trading system 

- It could take years of study and experience to build a winning strategy.  

- TraderHR mentorship help Traders to save time and money and show 

shortcuts to become successful Trader by simplification of chart analysis to 

the level of basic logic. 

- The historical stock prices are presented by different types of charts such as 

line charts, P&F charts, area charts, bar charts, candlestick charts, etc 

- The most common used by Traders are bar charts and candlestick charts, 

while in this mentorship, we will use candlestick charts. 

- Optimal outcome(motivation) for a Trader: price moves as soon as possible in 

the direction of the trade (long or short) with as higher as a possible return. 

- Based on defined motivation, we will analyze three stock charts with different 

dynamics of trends: The first chart is predominately in a downtrend, the 

second chart predominately moves sideways, and the third chart is 

predominately in an uptrend.  

- We'll try to find periods on those chart during which is possible to profit with 

long trades(holding period 3-7 days).  

- Questions: How many points for entry we can define on each chart? What is 

the total number of days you will be able to profit with long trade based on 

defined entry points and holding time of 3-7 days? What is the approximate 

ratio of down vs. up days? What is the probability for up day vs. down day in a 

presented period on the chart?   

 

 

 

 

 



- Chart 1. -- predominately in a downtrend. Period suitable for trading with long 

trades last short period compared to the total period presented on the chart. 

 

 

Picture 1. Chart with the predominate downtrend over the selected period (Symbol: 

OXY) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- Chart 2. - an example of sideways trend, more suitable periods for trading 

with long positions compared to prior chart example, but performance will 

again be relatively weak due to numerous changes in short term trend and 

higher volatility. 

 

Picture 2. Chart with the predominately sideways trend over the selected period 

(Symbol: CRM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- The third chart for comparison is predominantly in an uptrend, and the price 

remains above 20SMA during longer periods -- few months, more periods with 

consecutive up days in a row than in two previous chart examples. 

 

Picture 3. Chart with the predominate uptrend over the selected period (Symbol: 

COST) 

 

- Simple „statistical“ analysis of charts (comparing up vs. down days): in the 

predominately bullish chart number of up days dominate over the number of 

down days with an approximate ratio of 70:30,  

- By entering randomly at any day, chances that within the next few days price 

will move higher is approximately 70%. (problem: up(down) day could be of 

1% gain(loss) or 10% gain(loss)) 

- Conclusion: stocks with established bullish trends over the 6+ months offer 

the high chances for profit (compared to charts with bearish and sideways 

trend). 

 

 



Trend vs. range phase: 

- Stocks in a bullish trend(6+months) will be of our primer interest! 

- Chart 4 below is another example of a predominately bullish trend since stock 

mostly increase its value over the long term trend  

- By analyzing the chart more closely and by separating chart into shorter 

segments with similar characteristics, we can see that price during some 

periods increased it's market value while during other periods, price is 

consolidating, moving sideways.  

- Traders want to optimize their holding periods and avoid position during the 

phase of consolidation 

- Ideally will be to enter a trade exactly at the transition phase when the price 

ends the period of consolidation and begins with a new trend phase. 

 

Picture 4. Classification of different price dynamic over the selected period, trend vs. 

consolidation phase (Symbol: COST) 

 

 

 

 

 



Chart patterns: 

- Chart patterns are formations on the charts with clearly defined boundaries 

(support and resistance levels)  

- By analyzing and understanding the psychology behind them, we can more 

easily determine transition phases from the consolidation period into the new 

short term trend period and thus define appropriate entry price. 

- Some of the most common patterns are presented in picture 5 below, and 

their shapes are idealized in this example.  

- In a real trading analysis, it is important to be flexible as shapes of real charts 

will often look different than their idealized shape. 

 

Picture 5. Basic chart patterns with idealized shapes and entry points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- Comparations of idealized patterns and patterns on real charts are presented 

from chart 6 to chart 10. 

 

Picture 6. Example of an ascending triangle pattern 

 

Picture 7. Example of the symmetrical triangle pattern 



 

Picture 8. Example of the bullish pennant pattern 

 

 

Picture 9. Example of an ascending triangle pattern 



 

Picture 10. Example of a bullish flag pattern 

 

Bollinger band: 

- Bollinger band is a technical tool developed by John Bollinger, and it 

measures standard deviation (mostly two standard deviations is used) from a 

20-day simple moving average.  

- It consists of three lines: 20SMA, upper, and lower bands, which measures 

standard deviations.  

- Since stocks move in cycles (trend and consolidation phase), the Bollinger 

band also changes its behavior from expansion (trend phase) to contraction 

(consolidation phase), which can help Traders to determine entry and 

potential exit points. 

- In practical trading, it means that near end of consolidation, upper and lower 

bands will be very close to each other, thus indicating coming shift into a new 

expansion phase, new period of a trend in which Traders want to participate 

and achieve profits.  

- Examples of how Bollinger band can indicate transition from contraction to 

expansion phases  

- Examples are presented in chart 11 below.   



 

Picture 11. Bollinger band expansion and contraction phase 

 

Volume: 

- Volume is one of the basic indicators, and as it shows how many shares are 

traded in a particular stock.  

- In trading, it can be used as a relatively good indicator that can confirm a new 

change in trend, dynamic.  

- During consolidation phase volume usually, diminish and when price breaks 

again volume could confirm if the breakout is fake or real in a way that 

breakout in price confirmed with a spike in volume is a confirmation of 

breakout while in an opposite case when price breaks but without an increase 

in volume it means wrong buy signal.  

- Strong volume accompanied by Bollinger band confirmation could mean to 

take a larger position while without volume confirmation trade can still be 

placed but with a more conservative position.  

- On the chart below is an example of breakout confirmation with spike an 

example of price breakout but without volume confirmation, which later leads 

to price return into the base and possible loss. 



 

Picture 12. Volume and price breakout 

 

 

 

Homework 1: 

a) From the following link web source: FINVIZ select five stocks with a multi-

month bullish trend (6 months+) 

 

b) On the selected charts, annotate consolidation and trending phases, for 

consolidations use appropriate chart pattern names. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://finviz.com/?a=39468813


Lesson 2: Stock selection 

(Homework 1 discussion, Scanning process, Intraday chart analysis,  

The importance of stock market direction, winning trade ratio in a 

different market environment, Homework 2) 

 

Homework 1 discussion: 

Based on homework 1, we'll repeat and discuss the most important things learned in 

lesson 1. 

 

Scanning process (introduction): 

- Focus on practice, how to create watch lists, and which services could help us 

to achieve that task.  

- How to select trade candidates from watch lists based on their intraday chart 

analysis, 

- Analysis of current market conditions and basic fundamental analysis of 

stocks. 

 

Scanning process: 

- Scanning: a process of searching for stock(s) based on some predefined 

rules.  

- Rules could be set based on fundamental criteria, technical criteria, a 

combination of fundamental or technical criteria, or some other custom 

parameters created by computer programs.  

- TraderHR trading strategy is based on a breakout from consolidations(chart 

patterns)  

- Focus on stocks that form chart patterns with clearly defined breakout points.  

- Trade candidates can be found using different technical tools  

- Manual scan (price higher than $3 with average volume higher than 500000 

shares traded per day and performance for that day should be „up“. 

- Practical solution - scanner to check a large number of stocks/charts is 

www.finviz.com. Exactly we'll use the following link with pre-setup rules 

mentioned above: 

https://finviz.com/screener.ashx?v=351&f=sh_avgvol_o500,sh_price_o3,ta_pe

rf_dup&ft=4 

http://www.finviz.com/
https://finviz.com/screener.ashx?v=351&f=sh_avgvol_o500,sh_price_o3,ta_perf_dup&ft=4
https://finviz.com/screener.ashx?v=351&f=sh_avgvol_o500,sh_price_o3,ta_perf_dup&ft=4


- Scanner usually displays from few hundred to 1000 charts(stocks)  

- Every stock is manually checked 

- Only stocks with clearly defined uptrend over the last few months and stocks 

with classical chart patterns, according to the definition above, will be 

selected.  

- Statistics: 500 manually scanned stocks resulted in approximately ten stocks 

that meet the required specifications to be selected for the watch list. 

 

Picture 13. Scan parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

- The following examples show which criteria need to be met for charts to be 

selected on the watch list -- become potential trade. 

- First example (AAN) chart meets two of three important criteria for watch list 

selection: chart is in a multi-month uptrend, and over the last  3-8 weeks it 

formed pattern formation from which we can easily identify resistance and 

support levels but since chart didn't meet 3rd criteria(„mini“ consolidation over 

the last few days) 

- AAN chart doesn't meet criteria for a watch list selection 

- To find a large number of potential candidates for the watch list scanning 

process is usually repeated a few times per day  

 

 

Picture 14. AAN daily chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- ABC chart meet only one criterion (uptrend over the last few months)  

- No clearly defined pattern formation and no clear resistance and support 

levels over the last few weeks. 

- ABC chart doesn't meet criteria for a watch list selection 

 

 

Picture 15. ABC daily chart 

 

- ABR is the first chart which meets all requirements for a watch list selection 

- ABR is in a multi-month uptrend,  formed tight flag pattern formation in the last 

few weeks. Potential trade will be if price breaks from consolidation. 

 

Picture 16. ABR daily chart 



- ADNT chart: only the first requirement (uptrend over the last six months 

period) for watch list selection is met  

- ADNT doesn't meet criteria for a watch list selection 

 

Picture 17. ADNT daily chart 

-   ASML chart: The 3rd criteria of „mini“ consolidation in the last few days is not 

meet.  

- ASML doesn't meet criteria for a watch list selection  

-  

Picture 17. ASML daily chart 

 

 

 



- AVB: example of chart which broke out of mini consolidation three days ago  

- AVB chart met all three criteria when it broke from that mini consolidation 3 

days ago.  

- AVB doesn't meet criteria for a watch list selection 

 

 

Picture 18. AVB daily chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Intraday chart analysis: 

- The next step after the manual scan and creation of the watch list is to 

analyze selected charts/stocks on an intraday period (5, 15, 30 min), 

- Recommended charting software: TC2000 

- An example of a detailed chart analysis process after the creation of the initial 

watch list is presented below 

- Watch List in TC2000 software is created following step 1 to step 3, as 

presented in the picture below. 

 

Picture 19. TC2000 – Scan parameters 

 

- Open newly created watch list following steps 4 to 6  

- Choose price and volume parameters as presented in the picture below (step 

7)  

- Run a Scan(Step 8.). 

-  
Picture 20. TC2000 – Scan parameters 

 

https://www.tc2000.com/download/traderhr
https://www.tc2000.com/download/traderhr


- TC2000 will display a list of stocks that meets the chosen criteria of volume 

and price, as presented in the chart below.  

- Check flag icon(step 9.) of every stock which was found during a manual scan 

on www.finviz.com.  

- After selection, charts will be analyzed on their intraday periods. 

 

Picture 21. Watch list 

- Intraday chart analysis - one of the most important phases in the process of 

choosing the right stock to trade.  

- Only charts/stocks which have clearly defined chart patterns on all time 

frames from weekly, daily to intraday(5-30 min period) meet criteria to become 

trade alerts.  

- Review: 1. manual scan (focused on chart patterns on a daily period), 2. 

intraday chart analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tc2000.com/download/traderhr
http://www.finviz.com/


- CME: an example of the chart which meets the criteria to become a Trade 

candidate. 

- CME daily chart (price is in an uptrend over the last four months and over the 

last few weeks price formed pattern formation with cleary defined resistance 

level -  potential breakout, entry point.) 

 

Picture 22. CME – Daily period chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- On the CME intraday chart (30 min period), we can detect important 

levels(referent points) to set entry and stop-loss prices and generally 

understand price dynamics over the last few days more precisely.  

- The trading range is narrowing, and the price is making pressure to break 

resistance around 61.3 areas.  

- According to chart pattern knowledge and statistics of chart patterns, a 

breakout of 61.3 is likely to lead to further acceleration of price above 61.3  

- Based on the analysis, stock/chart becomes our „official“ trade candidate. 

 

Picture 23. CME - 30 min period chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The importance of market analysis: 

- Before selecting a precise entry, initial stop loss, targets, and determine size – 

the number of shares, a few additional analyses are required.  

- Analysis of current market conditions. Since we are focused on a short term 

trading – to make gains in 2-15 days, it is crucial to have a market (Dow 

Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), S&P 500 (SPX) and NASDAQ Composite 

(IXIC)) in the direction of our trade during the holding period.  

- In an upwardly trending market, the probability of a successful breakout trade 

is much higher than during the period of correction.  

- In real trading, exposure(size) should be higher during upward market trends 

and lower when the market appears range-bound, or in a period of 

consolidation/correction.  

- During uncertain market conditions(consolidation/correction), it is prudent to 

focus on „defensive“ stocks or stocks with an inverse or no correlation to the 

key market indices like the S&P 500, DJIA, NASDAQ. 

- Alternative: during a period of correction: staying out of the market -- choosing 

not to trade at all, is many times the safest strategy. 

- The following S&P 500 chart illustrates how you might manage your account 

and trading during the various phases in the market. 

 

Picture 24. Market Analysis 



- In the next picture (S&P Daily chart) positive correlation between win trade 

ratio and different market phases is shown. Letter L represents the number of 

losing trades, while letter W represents the number of winning trades in a 

selected period.  

- During the trending period in the market number of winning trades is higher 

than during consolidation/correction periods  

 

Picture 25. Correlation between win trade ratio, number of trades and different 

market environments from the perspective of technical analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fundamental analysis of stock: 

- Besides market analysis, its important also to check the fundamentals of the 

stock/company  

- First of all, it is important to check that the stock(the company) isn't about to 

report quarterly or yearly earnings within the next couple of days/weeks. Holding 

positions during such reporting periods can dramatically increase volatility and 

lead to losses.  

- It's also important to note that biotech & drug stocks can be in the process of FDA 

(Food and Drug Administration) approval for some of their products. Holding such 

a stock when, for example, the FDA does not approve a product, can lead to 

substantial losses.  

- Check the latest news, company events scheduled shortly, and message boards 

like StockTwits.com connected with that stock. This information is readily 

available on popular financial websites as; Yahoo Finance, Google Finance, 

financial news sites such as MarketWatch, Bloomberg, and the company's 

website. 

 

 

Homework 2: 

a) From the following web source: FINVIZ select 5-10 stocks which meet criteria 

for the watch list selection 

 

b) From the watch list select charts which meets criterion to become trade 

candidate, annotate their current chart patterns 

 

c) Analyze the S&P 500 (SPX) chart over the last six months and select periods 

preferred for trend/momentum/swing trading strategy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://finviz.com/?a=39468813


Lesson 3: Trade Setup 

(Homework 2 discussion, Initial trade setup, entry, stop and target levels, 

Risk calculation, Trade setup examples, Homework 3) 

Homework 2 discussion: 

Based on homework 2, we'll repeat and discuss the most important things learned in 

lesson 2. 

Trade setup: 

- When market conditions suggest bullish outlook for the short term period and 

chart/stock satisfied all technical and fundamental analysis criteria mentioned 

in part 1 and 2 (multi-month bullish trend, pattern development over the last 

few weeks/days, Bollinger band expansion, stock passed basic fundamental 

review – no major events for stock in the near futures like earnings 

announcement)  we are ready to move to the next step which includes setting 

entry, initial stop loss, and targets prices and determine the number of shares.  

- Example: CQB has passed all of the analysis steps required for an approved 

trade. The chart shows that for the last two months, there's been a strong 

bullish trend, while over the last seven trading days, the stock has been 

consolidating in a tight range below resistance at 11.20.  

 

Picture 26. CQB Daily period chart 

 



- Both the daily and the intraday charts are required to display a bullish 

formation. The intraday chart (30min) provides greater precision and proves 

consolidation, approaching the resistance area (breakout point). If a breakout 

occurs, above resistance at 11.20, the trade will be entered.  

- Based on 30 min charts below, we will set a buy-stop, market order slightly 

above current resistance at 11.25. The rising, lower trend line (red) provides 

us with an initial stop loss guideline. In this case, the stop-loss will be set at 

10.85, which is slightly below the rising trend line to prevent the trade from 

stopping out on a retest of support. 

 

Picture 27. CQB 30 min period chart 

 

- A properly planned trade, not only consists of a defined entry and stop-loss 

but must also outline a reasonable expectation of return through planned 

exits.  

- This trading strategy is to implement two exit points.  

- 25%-50% reduction in the size of the trade after the initial breakout (few hours 

of entry and with percentage range between 1-2%).  

- The second planned exit closes the rest of the position (50%-75%) at the 

second target, or the trailing stop, depending on which is met first.  



- To determine exit points, we use a combination of Fibonacci extensions, 

Trend Line projection, analysis of prior horizontal Support and Resistance 

levels  

- In CQB trade, we use upper trend line projection and Fibonacci extensions to 

approximate the levels at which to exit.  

- According to the chart, the first exit has been defined by the Fibonacci 

extensions levels in the 11.60 area. If reached, this is where we would take 

partial profit.  

- The final(2nd) target level at 12.15 is the intersection of the Fibonacci 

extension of the move from the 'Most recent swing low' to the 'Most recent 

swing high and projection of the upper channel line.  

 

Picture 28. CQB Daily period chart 

 

- However, stock price action is inherently unpredictable due the massively 

combinatoric interaction of multiple factors thus it requires constant 

monitoring, flexibility, and reassessment of the trading plan but the 

management of the trade requires much detailed explanation and is thus 

reserved for entire Lesson 4 where we'll show how to adapt to changes in 

market dynamic. 

 



- The final consideration before taking this or any other position is Risk 

Management: how many shares to buy or short.  

- Every trader has a threshold of risk tolerance and portfolio exposure. Knowing 

yours is essential. There are, however, some rules of risk management that 

should always be followed.  

- First, never put more than 25% of a portfolio in a single stock.  

- Second, check market conditions before placing the trade order to ensure the 

environment hasn't changed since performing the chart analysis. If it has, your 

risk management should be adjusted accordingly. For example: if you 

normally invest 25% of your portfolio in a single stock when market conditions 

are favorable and strongly trending, you will want to reduce your exposure to 

perhaps no more than 5%-10% during corrections and range bound markets. 

If you prefer a conservative strategy, stay in cash during these unfavorable 

periods.  

- Third, know what the maximum loss is that you can tolerate, and trade only as 

many shares as would incur that loss (or less), should the position be closed 

at the initial stop loss. To calculate the number of shares to trade, so as not to 

exceed your maximum, single trade loss, use the following equation: 

 

- The equation above presents a basic calculation of trade management. A 

popular, more sophisticated approach involves optimizing the size of new 

trades based on Trader's past performance. Known as the Kelly Formula for 

Money Management, as follows: 

 

Where 

W - Winning probability (divide the number of trades that returned a positive amount 

by your total number of trades -- positive and negative) 

R - Win/loss ratio (divide the average gain of the positive trades by the average loss 

of the negative trades) 

Kelly % - The percentage (a number less than one) that the equation produces, 

represents the size of the positions you should be taking. (For example, if the Kelly 

percentage is 0.15, then you should take a 15% position in each of the equities in 

your portfolio.) 

- In the CQB trade example, we will use the hypothetical portfolio value of 

$50000.  



- Based on 25% of the portfolio per trade limitation, we'll use $12500 in the 

CQB trade. If we set max loss per trade to 1% of portfolio value, which is 

equal to $500, we can find the number of shares by dividing $500 with the 

difference between entry price ($11.25) and initial stop-loss price($10.85) 

which gives 1250 shares. 

- With size determination, we finished the final step of the trade setup, and the 

order can be placed in your brokerage account.  

- For this trade example, we'll use a buy stop order with a price of $11.25. If the 

price breaks $11.25, and the position is entered, the trade becomes active.  

- Management of the trade from the time position is entered to the time position 

is closed is covered in the next - Lesson 4  

- Let's check another hypothetical situation in a trade setup, again on a CQB 

trade example.  

- Let's assume that trade criteria have been met and we set stop buy order at 

$11.25, but after we set buy order price, instead of moving toward $11.25, 

reverse the trend and continue toward support trend line of a current chart 

pattern formation, in that case, it is appropriate to hold the Buy Order as long 

as the pattern remains valid, and price doesn't violate the trade's initial stop 

loss.  

- Should the stock price reach the trade's planned initial stop loss before the 

trade is triggered, the pattern is invalidated, and the Buy Order should be 

canceled.  

- The explained scenario is presented in the CQB chart that follows. (This 

scenario didn't happen; it was illustrated on the following picture for 

educational purposes to show when to cancel buy order.) 

 



 

Picture 29. CQB 30 min period chart – hypothetical move in price which results in 

cancellation of the trade 

 

Trade setup examples: 

- In the following six charts, two additional trade setup examples are presented.  

- The first two charts present daily charts for COST and WU. Both charts have 

identical technical characteristics: bullish trend last few months and over the 

last few days price established bullish continuation pattern. 



 

Picture 30. COST Daily period chart 

 

Picture 31. WU Daily period chart 

 

- With detailed analysis on the intraday (30 min) charts, we can see resistance 

and support areas (potential breakout points) much more precisely and based 

on those levels set entry and initial stop prices (COST initial stop loss 204.90, 

entry price 301.10, WU initial stop-loss price 22.90, entry price 23.42. 



 

Picture 32. COST 30 min period chart 

 

Picture 33. COST 30 min period chart 

- Last two charts show the most common ways for target projection 

- On the first, COST Daily period chart upper channel line is used for max short 

term target level projection (320-325), while the Fibonacci extension tool is 

used for intermediate target levels(305, 322).  

- On the next WU Daily period chart, only Fibonacci extension tool is used for 

targets projection (23.65, 24.30) 



 

 

Picture 34. COST daily period chart 

 

 

Picture 35. WU Daily period chart 



Homework 3: 

a) From provided charts determine entry, initial stop loss, and target levels 

 

b) Based on the entry and initial stop-loss levels calculate max number of shares 

which can be invested in selected stock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 4: Trade Management 

(Homework 3 discussion, Trading process, „Up or Out“ strategy, Comfort 

zone, Trading Flow chart, Homework 4) 

Homework 3 discussion: 

Based on homework 3, we'll repeat and discuss the most important things learned in 

lesson 3. 

 

Trading process (Theory): 

- The last lesson describes the Trade management process – a phase which 

defines period from the time position is entered until its closed.  

- „Quality of decision“ during the trade management process is in a direct 

correlation to success – performance of a portfolio.  

- Trade(price) direction has an impact on Trader emotions (anger, euphoria, 

etc.) which could then lead to wrong decisions and potential losses  

- The set of rules helps Trader to control the trading management process 

better.  

- In real trading, it means that Trader needs to be prepared with a set of 

decisions (stop loss or target adjustments) depending on different changes in 

prices.  

- Even in highly unpredictable environments, it is possible to classify certain 

repeated patterns and make decisions depending on the trading strategy and 

shape of those patterns. 

- 1st, theoretical part, which follows will cover trade management tactics 

depending on different price directions after a position is entered.  

- The theoretical part will be based on idealized chart patterns. In the 2nd part, 

the same tactics will be shown but on real trading examples. 

- The first example presents a successful breakout from an established 

continuation chart pattern 

- In the picture below, the ascending triangle pattern is used for presentation, 

but the same tactic could be used with any other continuation pattern like 

rectangle pattern, bullish flag, bullish pennant, etc. 

- Price breakout from the ascending triangle is presented according to the Elliot 

wave theory, which means that price moves in three waves, and in that way, 

we will define this price movement scenario as an "expected – idealized"  

scenario for Trader after the position is entered. 



- In that "idealized" scenario, the following exit tactics will be used: after price 

breaks above the resistance of chart pattern position are entered with the 

number of shares calculated according to risk equations mentioned above. 

- In an idealized scenario, after entry, the price will accelerate and continue to 

move toward the first target where part of the initial position(25%-50%) will be 

closed. 

- After initial wave correction follows and price set a new higher low. From new 

higher low price break prior high(1st target level) and continue in a stronger - 

2nd wave toward the new high, then we have another correction to the new 

higher low and from there last -- 3rd wave (usually shorter) begin with its top 

as a 2nd target -- where the rest of position is closed(50%-75% of initial size). 

 

 

 

 

Picture 36. Trade managament process – „idealized“ price development after entry 

 

- The explained price movement presents a period of swing trader interest and 

usually lasts from a few days to a few weeks.  

- The same trading tactics could be used on different time frames(intraday or 

weekly), but in that case, holding periods will be shorter(intraday – few hours-

few days) or longer(few weeks-few months). 



- Why don't we sell the entire position at 2nd target? And the answer is simple 

because idealized shapes such as presented above are not happening all the 

time, and more importantly, we don't know when will such a pattern develop. 

- Risk management which includes partial profit and stop-loss adjustments is 

important to build a consistently profitable system in the long term 

- Statistically from 10 trades price could move according to explained 

(„idealized“) scenario 1-2 times, but „idealized scenario“ allows us to profit 5% 

or higher on a single trade and could have similar impact on portfolio value 

like other more frequent patterns (3-4 cases out of 10 trades) which ends with 

small profits in a range of +1% to +2%. 

- This kind of „asymmetrical exit tactics“ allow us to disperse risk to some level 

from price direction uncertainty and leads to consistent trading profits in the 

long term 

- But different exit levels are not enough to achieve full risk dispersion; we also 

need appropriate stop-loss adjustment tactics. 

- In the first picture that follows price breaks from a consolidation pattern, 

reached 1st target, set a new higher low, and again continue in the 2nd wave 

toward the next target level. 

- Question: when will trader adjust stop loss from initial stop loss level and what 

should be next stop level price 

 

Picture 37. Trade management process – stop-loss adjustment 1 



- a stop-loss will be adjusted from the initial stop loss level once price breaks 

previous high level which is in our example 1st target level 

- in real trading this high doesn't need to coincidence with 1st target, it's just 

important to focus on intraday period and detect waves in which price moves.  

- Generally, once the previous high is broken, a stop-loss can be adjusted 

higher, and according to this strategy, it will be set below a recent low – 

support level, as shown in the chart.  

- As price continues to move higher, we continue to adjust stops higher below 

support levels  

- Stop-loss adjustments are usually based on an analysis of intraday charts 

(15-30 min period).  

- The chart below illustrates the moment of another stop adjustment from stop-

loss 2 to stop-loss three levels. 

  

Picture 38. Trade managament process – stop loss adjustment 2 

 

 

 

 



- In the next example, another variation of possible price developments after a 

position is entered will be explained with suggested tactics for stop-loss 

adjustments.  

- First example below presents scenario in which price failed to reach 1st target 

in initial momentum after position is entered and instead it begins with 

consolidation/correction phase which consist of two mini corrective waves 

(annotated with 1 and 2 on the chart) and after that continue to move higher, 

breaks high of initial momentum and reaches 1st target area.  

- In that case, stop loss is adjusted like in prior example -- after price breaks 

above high of initial momentum but instead below low 1, stop loss is adjusted 

below low of 2nd corrective wave (annotated with number 2 on the chart 

below). 

 

Picture 38. Trade managament process – stop loss adjustment 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- The next chart shows the same price development but near the 2nd target 

area.  

- Price reached 1st target and continues to move toward 2nd target, but instead 

of reaching it at the last 3rd wave price begins to move sideways in two 

corrective waves.  

- Stop loss is adjusted when high of the 3rd wave is broken in a new wave but 

below low of the end 2nd corrective wave, as illustrated on the chart below.  

- The same pattern could develop in the 2nd wave, and the same stop-loss 

adjustment tactics will be used. 

 

 

Picture 39. Trade managament process – stop-loss adjustment 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



- Another important variable in our "Trading equation" is time.  

- After a position is taken, Trader wants to see price moving into the direction of 

our trade(long or short) "as soon as possible" and reach the "trade comfort 

zone."  

- "trade comfort zone" can be defined as the phase when the price reaches the 

1st target area, and stop-loss is adjusted from the initial level to break-even 

price.  

- In a "trade comfort zone," Trader knows his trade will be very likely 

successful, which leads to lower pressure on Trader and guarantee better 

decisions in the later stages of the momentum.  

- Question: How long should Trader wait for the price to move out of the entry 

zone and reach the "trade comfort zone." 

- The answer is 1- to max three days. 1-2 days for high volatility(Beta) stocks 

while for low volatility(Beta) stocks period is 2-3 days.  

- Waiting for stock to move out of entry zone to reach target any longer than 

three days increases the risk of loss and indicates a weakness of initial 

momentum; thus, the best solution at that point is to get out of that position.  

- This trading logic is defined as the "UP or OUT" strategy – a simplified way to 

express what Trader should keep in mind during the initial phase of 

momentum (immediately after the position is entered.)  

- Its a simple but powerful logic because „you allow“ price to move only in the 

direction of your trade while in a case of counter direction position is closed 

while loss is around 1-2%, which can be easily recovered. 

Picture 40.  Trade management process – „time as a trading variable. “ 



Real trading examples: 

- Through the next few charts, trading management process will be shown from 

entry to exit in real trade examples. 

- The first example shows MSFT trade. Price was consolidating on a daily 

period chart in a large ascending triangle pattern from June until late October 

when price broke lateral resistance at 142. 

- Combined with a new expansion phase in Bollinger band and pattern 

breakout price gave the strong bullish signal for the next short/mid-term 

period.  

- After breakout confirmation, the price established a new consolidation 

between support at 143 and lateral resistance at 145 areas.  

- From a view of technical analysis, this is another classical continuation – 

bullish pennant pattern and break of resistance at 145 is likely to trigger new 

short term up wave.  

- With the S&P 500 index in a strong bullish trend (Picture 42.) and bullish 

outlook, key conditions for trade are met. 

 

Picture 41.  Real trade examples – MSFT Daily period chart 



 

Picture 42.  Real trade examples – S&P 500 Daily period chart 

- Entry price is set above pennant resistance at 145.03, initial stop loss below 

support at 143.3. Targets are set based on the Fibonacci trend line extension 

tool.  

- The entry price was triggered in the last 2 hours of trading on 8th Nov 2019. 

Picture 43.  Real trade examples – MSFT 30 min period chart 



 

- Over the next trading day (11th November), prices continue to move in a 

predicted direction, but no stop-loss or target adjustment has been made. 

- Based on strength in market futures on 12th November in the pre-market, 1st 

target has been adjusted to 147.90 (T1>T2). 

- After strong opening(first 60 min of trading) and new high (NH) on 12th 

November, stop-loss has been adjusted to 144.70 (ISL > SL1) 

- Price continues to move higher and set new intraday base around 147.3 area 

when stop loss has been adjusted again but only for HALF of the initial size to 

146.90 to secure profits after such a strong opening 

 

 

Picture 44.  Real trade examples – MSFT 5 min period chart 

 

 

 



- After intraday consolidation on 12th November price broke below 147.00 

support and triggered our new stop at 146.90 which resulted in closing HALF 

of the initial size for a profit of 1.29% 

- On 13th November price remains in the newly established zone around 147. 

- On 14th November, at opening price broke horizontal resistance on the 

intraday period at 147.4 (NH) and continue toward 148. 

- Since the price reached a new high (NH) stop loss has been adjusted to 145.7 

-- below Intraday support at 146.5 (SL2>SL3). 

  

 

Picture 45.  Real trade examples – MSFT 15 min period chart 

 

 

 

 

 



- After another intraday consolidation during the 14th November price broke the 

next day (on 15th November) above 148.00 resistance (NH) and the stop loss 

has been adjusted below support to 146.6 (SL3>SL4) 

Picture 46.  Real trade examples – MSFT 15 min period chart 

 

- After a strong opening on 15th November, the price spent the rest of the day 

in the consolidation of around 149.5 areas. No further adjustments have been 

made on 15th November 

- On the next trading day, (18th November) price saw small correction at the 

opening to 149 area but then bounced and retested previous trading days 

high around 149.4 

- Since S&P 500 showed signs of short term overbought conditions on 18th 

November (which suggest a high possibility for a market correction of few 

days) decision for closing MSFT position before the 2nd target is reached has 

been made. First, we adjust stop loss in MSFT to 147.95 (SL4>SL5) at the 

opening, and then during the day two, more stop-loss adjustment has been 

made, but this time based on intraday chart conditions. 

- Stop-loss has been adjusted first to 149.4 at point 2. and then to 150.24 at 

point 3. 

- MSFT has been closed at 150.24 (stop loss has been triggered) in the last 

hour on 18th November with a profit of +3.59%. 



 

Picture 47.  Real trade examples – MSFT 15 min period chart 

 

Picture 48.  Real trade examples – SPX Daily period chart 

 



- In the next trade example (WMT), we'll see how to manage trade when price 

moves against the direction of our trade. It is also a great example of why size 

management by splitting position into two parts with different exit strategies 

helped us to get out of the trade with small profit even if, in general, short term 

prediction of price was wrong. 

- WMT stock formed an ascending triangle pattern formation with horizontal 

resistance in the 120.0 area which suggests a high possibility for a breakout 

from that pattern in the next few days, especially because price reached 

horizontal resistance area and if the price broke above it will be a strong 

signal for momentum 

- Intraday chart analysis, S&P short term outlook and other technical and 

fundamental analysis confirmed that buy order above horizontal resistance at 

120.45 could be placed 

- Initial stop-loss has been set below recent consolidation support at 118.7, 

while targets have been set according to Fibonacci projections to 121.8 and 

124.8 

- The entry price has been triggered at 120.46 on 13th December 2019. 

 

 

Picture 49.  Real trade examples – WMT Daily period chart 

 



- On the next trading day after the position has been entered (16th December 

2019) price opened with a gap up, broke previous trading day high at around 

120.7 and continue with momentum toward 121.3 area but then returned into 

127.0 area and moved sideways for the rest of the day 

- Since price broke 120.7(new high) at opening stop loss has been adjusted for 

FULL position from initial stop loss area at 118.7 to 119.3 – below support 

- On the next trading day, (17th December 2019) price broke 121.3 high from 

the previous day and continue to move higher, but instead of reaching 1st 

target at 121.8, the price established a new „mini base“ at 121.7.  

- In such situation, when price fails to reach a target or shows overbought 

conditions just 0.1% or 0.2% below the target, it is recommended to protect 

those gains by using tight stop loss adjustments based on intraday chart 

analysis (5-10 min period) 

- Based on that logic at point 1 stop loss for the HALF position has been 

adjusted to below intraday trend line support at 121.43, while for other HALF 

of the position stop loss has been adjusted to 119.9 

- After the initial momentum price broke below trend line support and triggered 

stop loss at 121.43, which resulted in a profit of 0.81% for HALF of the 

position. 

- The rest of the position remains active with stop loss at 119.9, target 124.8 

 

Picture 50.  Real trade examples – WMT 5 min period chart 



- On the next trading day after profit-taking on HALF position, (18th December 

2019) price declined in the first half of the day, broke below support at 120.5 

and triggered stop-loss fo the rest of position at 119.90 which resulted in a 

loss of 0.46% for the other HALF of position 

- Total return in this trade resulted in a gain of 0.35% 

- As can be seen on the WMT daily chart (chart below -- top right), this was an 

example of a failed breakout because price reversed two trading days after 

initial bullish signal on a daily when we entered in position. 

- This trade concludes that by splitting position into two equal sizes with the 

target for 1st HALF at 1-2% above entry, we can disperse trade risk and 

minimize the loss in a case of failed breakout like in this WMT trade. 

 

 

 

Picture 51.  Real trade examples – WMT 15 min and daily period chart 

 

 

 

 

 



- Two real trade examples above MSFT and WMT show us how to implement 

theoretical strategy, explained in the first part of this lesson, into real trading.  

- As we can see, patterns in real charts are far from idealized, but the basic 

trade management logic and connection between real chart patterns and 

idealized patterns can be seen.  

- Key elements behind the trade management process are that prices move in 

waves after which stop-loss need to be adjusted, also no matter how much 

chart patterns differ from idealized patterns it is possible to classify price 

dynamic into two main phases.  

- 1st  phase as a period of consolidation and 2nd phase as a period of a trend. 

Based on those two phases, it is possible to detect horizontal resistance and 

supports levels and also trend line supports, which together presents referent 

points to set entry, stop-loss, and target prices.  

- Another important element of trading is size management. As we saw, 

especially in the WMT trade, by splitting position into two equal parts(equal 

number of shares) and by implementing different stop adjustment and exit 

strategy for every part, we were able to reduce total trade risk and produce a 

stable portfolio performance, with relatively low drawdown.  

- Besides the technical aspect of trading, which sure dominates the trading 

process, there is also psychological input from Traders' emotions, which could 

during a stressful period lead to wrong decisions and lower returns.  

- To prevent, or at least to reduce, an impact from fast changes in the direction 

of price connected with stressful moments for Trader, a set of trading rules are 

recommended. 

- In that sense, I created two flow charts, which lead Trader in a step by step 

way through the scanning and trading process.  

- 1st flow chart is connected with the scanning process and explains steps to 

find promising chart patterns for trading – the best trade selection.  

- 2nd flow chart is connected with the trading management process and explains 

how Trader should react depending on a different price direction after the 

position is entered.  

- Simply key steps for scanning and trading management process are summed 

up through flow charts to help Traders make better and faster decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Picture 51.  Flow Chart – Scanning Proces 



 

 

Picture 52.  Flow Chart – Trade Management Process 

  

 

 

Homework 4: 

a) From provided charts determine stop-loss adjustments moments and next 

stop-loss levels 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 5 & 6: Trade Examples 

 (Homework 4 discussion, Review, Trade Examples) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thanks for your Attention! 

 

- Free Support 1 Month: info@traderhr.com,  www.traderhr.com, Skype: 

traderhr 

- Chart Sources: www.tc2000.com, www.finviz.com, www.tradingview.com 
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the use of the service as described in this disclaimer. RSI NET(www.traderhr.com) 

publishes information that is strictly educational in nature and designed to contribute to 

your overall understanding of various types of technical analysis. Please view our 

performance record purely as a guideline, and not as a future prediction on what you can 

earn. Our disclaimers, policies, and terms are subject to change without notice. 

www.TraderHR.com is published by RSI NET which is not registered as a broker-dealer 

or investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or with 

any country securities authority. TraderHR.com does not advise its clients or any other 

person whether or not to buy or sell or take positions in securities. Mr. Persic’s 

commentaries and index analysis represent his own opinions and should not be relied 

upon for purposes of effecting securities transactions or other investing strategies, nor 

should they be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell or buy any security. 

You should not interpret Mr. Persic’s opinions as constituting investment advice. Trades 

mentioned on the site are hypothetical, not actual, positions, although Mr. Persic may take 

personal positions after posting trade set-ups for subscribers. Hypothetical performance 

results do not include trading commissions and other execution costs that would be 

incurred if the trades referenced in the diary or elsewhere on the site were actual trades. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. RSI NET cannot and do not assess, 

verify or guarantee the suitability or profitability of any particular investment. You bear 

responsibility for your own investment research and decisions and should seek the advice 

of a qualified securities professional before making any investment. As an express 

condition of using this service and anytime after ending the service, you agree not to hold 
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profits or other damages resulting from your use of information in TraderHR in any form 
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liabilities, costs, and expenses (including but not limited to attorneys’ fees) arising from 
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